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They call Immigration Reform

Local organizations deliver letters to Congress Federal

Horacio Renteria

hrenteria@ellatino.net

AN DIEGO .- In application to expedite the process that makes possible "a just and comprehensive

immigration reform" of local activists marched through downtown streets of the city.

With slogans addressed to the president and congressmen and Obama Yes We Can!, Reform Yes,
Raids, No! and The People United will never be defeated!, little more than a dozen protesters set
out from San Diego College to reach the offices of Democratic Senators Dianne Feinstein and
Barbara Boxer.

Leaders of local and social organizations (Justice Overcoming Boundaries, JOB), ACORN, SEIU
Local 221 and for Immigration Reform for America, carrying placards demanding the legalization
for undocumented workers and thousands of end to raids by ICE.

With a little assistance for youth and adults (male and female), participants in the rally, however,
were characterized by their energy and belief in the cause of migrants who have come to this
country,

Juan Carlos Vera, San Diego ACORN leader, showed a box which contained more than 2 million
signatures of support from people sympathetic to immigration reform. The letters were collected
over the past Fiestas de El Sol, an event conducted on 8 and 9 August in the popular Barrio
Logan.

The building located on Fifth and B Street, which houses the office of Senator Barbara Boxer was
first visited by the quota, in a cloudy afternoon and in the discreet gaze of a few police officers.

While the group of protesters walked in circles, displaying placards and issuing verbal slogans, a
commission formed by the participating organizations came to the congressman's office to hand
over boxes containing the letters of support for reform.

As it happened, guards guarding the building and chatted with police officers to ensure that the
demonstration was conducted peacefully, something that happened at all times held Expression
Rally Pro-Immigrant.

Then another group would do the same in the office of Senator Dianne Feinstein, where they
would report that soon would have a talk with a legislator's assistant.

The future of any Immigration Reform initiative that could be presented to Congress for the
remainder of this year or early 2010, still uncertain, but Obama has expressed his sympathy for it.
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